The Role of Posterior Parietal Cortex in Beat-Based Timing Perception: A
Continuous Theta-burst Stimulation Study
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Method: Directly tested for descending motor influence on auditory timing perception using
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) cortical down-regulation (cTBS protocol) of left posterior
parietal cortex (lPPC) and left supplementary motor area (lSMA)
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The Action Simulation for Auditory Prediction (ASAP)
hypothesis proposes that auditory musical beat
perception depends on the motor system, requiring
bidirectional dorsal-stream interchange between
auditory representations and endogenous timing
expectations generated in motor planning systems,
mediated via parietal cortex (Patel & Iversen, 2014).
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ê Post/pre threshold ratios
for the four timing tasks in
the two stimulation
conditions and sham
stimulation. Error bars
represent ± 1 standard error
from the mean.
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Does the motor system influence
auditory perception?
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CONCLUSIONS

u

Parietal down-regulation impairs beat perception: We show (N=14) that cTBS down-regulation of lPPC, but not lSMA, reduces beat perception
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performance, supporting a causal influence of left PPC on auditory timing perception.
Other timing abilities (interval perception and isochrony detection) were not impacted by the down-regulation of lPPC or lSMA.

These results support the ASAP hypothesis that the
dorsal auditory stream plays an essential role in accurate beat-based auditory rhythm perception.
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